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Tennessee Sierra Club Chapter Statement on TVA's Bellefonte Nuclear Plant

Steven Sondheim, Energy Chair, and Ross McCluney, Member, Tennessee Chapter, Sierra Club
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Our primary objections to new nuclear generating capacity in the TVA system, specifically at the
Bellefonte site, are based on concerns over several special and unique environmental impacts of
nuclear power in areas of water, thermal pollution, and nuclear radiation hazards connected to
the dangers of earthquake damage, on the radioactive wastes and fuel stored at the site, and on
radioactive material transport off site. We are particularly concerned about the nation's lack of
an acceptable plan for long-lived radioactive waste disposal and TVA's insufficient safeguards
against terrorist attacks. The continuing drought is a special concern in the light of the
anticipated high water uses of the proposed power plant. We also object on a variety of other
grounds, including economics, and strongly challenge the need for new generation capacity in
the TVA system.

The Need for Bellefonte has not Been Established

If the environmental concerns were not enough, the need for new generating capacity has not
really been established. Energy usage is already trending down in most of the TVA service
region, necessitating a 12% rate increase, effective two days ago.

A substantial percentage of, if not all, peak demand can be handled by Demand Side
Management (DSM), reducing the need for any new peaking capacity. TVA should take a closer
look at this and develop plans for energy efficiency and appropriate demand response to meet all
new demand and reduce existing energy use by its customers.

Better Alternatives Are Available

Even if TVA really did need new capacity, there are alternative means of obtaining it that are
safer, cheaper, bring new power production online much faster than nuclear reactors, and are
inherently more benign environmentally. We refer to a variety of solar and other renewable
energy options which are safer, quicker to construct, and well-matched to summertime A/C
driven peak loads.

Energy efficiency is another strategy well proven elsewhere. Nationally, the overall median
achievable potential for electricity savings by this means is 1 .2% annually. Considering TVA's
own negative power sales growth in 2007, we in the utility's service area can reduce our energy
consumption and carbon footprint through energy efficiency. Most of these savings can be
achieved through appliance efficiency standards, combined heat and power policies, building
energy codes, improved transportation (fuel economy and smart growth), tax incentives, and
government leading by example.

Utilities in other parts of country have implemented plans for energy efficiency and demand
management efforts are being implemented to meet all new demand and reduce existing energy



use. Through energy efficiency, TVA can avoid new construction of both nuclear and coal
plants.

It is technically and economically feasible for TVA customers to reduce their electricity
consumption by at least 21% over a 10 t615 year period, with appropriate financial incentives.

A Variety of Additional Issues Indicate that the Nuclear Option is a Bad Idea

A November 2007 article in The Press and Journal offered the graphic below, showing the oil
production timelines of a number of countries, illustrating the reality of the coming peaking of
world oil production.' Following the peak in total available supply, demand for oil will continue
upward, driven largely by the industrializations of China and India, while the supply goes down.
No wonder the market price of crude oil is going up and up. TVA should analyze the effects of
peak oil upon our energy use. It is clear that as costs go up usage will go down. Though this is
driven largely by oil prices, petroleum is pervasive in our society and massive energy
conservation measures will be implemented to cut all costs associated with petrochemicals
generally. Much of this will spill over into electricity usage, even in utilities not heavily
dependent on oil-fired power plants.
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Recommendations

We believe that a re-analysis of the real costs of the nuclear option should be performed. It
should take into account all costs including subsidies, mining of ore, processing to fuel,
transportation of fuel, wastes, and other construction materials, legal and insurance fees, costs of
operation, direct and indirect (taxpayer borne) waste disposal, inflation, securing the plant from
both accidental and terrorist radiation leaks, and fuel cost increases due to the rising scarcity of
uranium.

A more in-depth analysis should be performed of how power needs could be met without the
Bellefonte power plant, using energy efficiency investments, energy conservation, and
investment in renewable energy supplies. The study should include costs, methods, and possible
scheduling of these alternative strategies. The study should include a more up-to-date financial
analysis not relying on old data, considering new projected costs, debt service, rising scarcity of
uranium vs cost/benefit of other sources including renewables over at least a 20 year period.

We challenge the Power Need Projection that calls for increases of 2% per year.

The good news is that there are already available ways to maintain and even increase the
amounts of work performed by the generated power, but with reduced power output. The better
news is that as our nation changes its infrastructure for a viable future, more will be done with
less energy and environmental impact. The TVA environmental analysis and other projections
should include this fact.

The nation and the TVA region are on the cusp of a change in energy policy. There will be
incentives for using less energy, for employing more energy efficiency, for building and
operating greener, and new infrastructure will be developed that allows needs to be met with less
travel, more efficient distribution systems, localized power, less transmission, and all of this with
greater energy security and lower threats to terrorist attack. TVA planning should include these
changes in its planning studies.

Environmentally speaking, nuclear is a bad move, riskwise. The utility's economics are not
viable. It's finances should be evaluated in the absence of heavy government subsidies.

We consider nuclear unnecessary and foolhardy. Its safety, risk factors, waste handling,
environmental impacts, and cost are questionable at best. We actually think it is a poor
investment, evidenced by Wall Street's unwillingness to back it without huge government
guarantees and subsidies. On cost alone, the nuclear option seems implausible.

I "All peaked out and no place else to go but do-o-o-w-n", reported in The Press and Journal,

Aberdeen Journals Ltd, Lang Stracht, Mastrick, Aberdeen Scottland AB 15 6DF. 5 November
2007. Based on a study of global resources by the German-based Energy Watch Group.
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/AlasBabylon/message/34089. See also
http://www.peakoil.com/iarticle32736.html, accessed 2 April 2008.
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